Vw 09a transmission fluid capacity
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posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Thread starter poorssha Start date Feb 5, I've seen procedures for changing the
fluid on the 01M but, nothing on the 09A. I have a Bentley Service Manual that covers the above
vehicle. But, of course, it has nothing about changing the fluid or filter on the 09A. And I am not
buying the "lifetime no maintenance" from VW. Does anyone know where I can find the correct
procedure? I shoulda ordered it with a stick! Thanks, poorssha Last edited: Feb 5, Seatman Top
Post Dawg. Ignore this post and move on. Seatman said:. The pan doesn't have a drain plug like
the 01M with the pan on the bottom. There doesn't appear to be any way to drain the fluid short
of just removing the pan very messy , unless the differential shares fluid with trans. Does
anyone have a procedure for the 09A auto? CoolAirVw Vendor. Last edited: Feb 8, I just drain
and fill those. Only time I mess with level checking on the 09A is if there is an ATF leak
somewhere which I have never seen on one of these Jatco units in a Volkswagen. The fill port,
the only part the same as the 01M thankfully, is located on the front cover, up high nearest the
radiator, kinda next to a wire harness that may help to unclip and move out of the way to get a
funnel in. JB05 Top Post Dawg. Joined Oct 20, Location Il. Page maintenance section of the
Bentley manual shows a brief ATF change procedure for both 01M and the above mentioned
09A auto's. Thanks to all for the info. It's greatly appreciated. Cleenlivin Veteran Member.
Blauparts has transmission fluid that meets the VW specification requirement for the Jatco 09A.
The new fluid is red. The transmission does seem to shift better and is definitely smoother. For
the gurus out there, what I do notice now is some slippage and hard shifts when I try to
accelerate hard from a stop. My car has a Just wondering could this be a solenoid issue or
could I be pushing the torques limits for the transmission during these times. Otherwise, the
transmission shifts fine during regular driving. Made a world of difference. Gonna do a drain
and fill every few oil changes for a bit to clean it out. Last edited: Jun 3, Just to confirm: no diff
or gear fluid in 09A tranny. Just tranny fluid. For 09A, does anyone know the quantity of tranny
fluid for new fill, converter change? Only ATF. I could be wrong, but 8. X litres comes to mind I
am reading 3 quarts or so for 'change'. After the first gallon, still kept pouring in quart after
quart. This was for installing a new TC and tranny drained. You must log in or register to reply
here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you
logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of
cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. But at the same time the box has lost in reliability indicators.
Widespread breakage is failure of solenoids which already to run in Such breakage in twitching
and breakthroughs at gear shifting is shown. From widespread breakages we can also note
failure of the regulator of pressure and a full wedge of valves of the oil pump. Rather simple
breakage is failure of the regulator of pressure which can be replaced with ease on the service
center. In too time it is necessary to tell that the most part of breakages of this transmission
demands the qualified repair 09A JF, RE5F01A and has high cost because of high cost of the
used spare parts. The earlier the car owner will address to the service center with the available
breakage of a transmission, the it will be simpler to fix to him the available problems in
transmission work. JFE gearbox has established itself as an extremely reliable and durable
machine. Introduced in , this transmission has existed with minor modifications on the line
more than 10 years. All this speaks of its high-tech, reliability and functionality. Depending on
the modification of automatic gearbox had a different amount of the oil sump. For cars of no
more than 2. While on a modification to the six-cylinder engine volume of oil was more than 7
liters. Note the use of fully automatic valve body control system that will improve cooling and
lubrication of the gearbox. It should be noted that repairs with modification of the automatic
transmission JFE are complex, which invariably leads to an increase in the cost of works. That
is why it is recommended to follow the rules for maintenance and exploitation of the automatic
transmission, which eliminates the need for costly repairs. This modification of a five-speed
gearbox had proven itself with the best hand. At the same time, it should be noted that it has the
typical problems that occur to the mileage of thousand kilometers and more. For example, when
valve body damages may observe tremors and jerks during gear changes. It is recommended at
the first sign of damage contact the service centers, where specialists will eliminate any faults.
The sooner you contact a service workshop, the easier it will eliminate existing damage.
Capacity: 9. JFE transmission Problems. Most Popular. Latest articles Transmission fluid
change cost â€” how much? Transmission Flush â€” what is it?

